What are we looking for?
Operator data:
• IMSI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) • Ki (16 byte key used for voice encryption session key derivation) • Network priority and restrictions.
• Geographic data (base station) • SMS and WAP parameters Pre-requisite: the SIM's higher-level PINs. Same tools as previously still work. Some data is not accessible even with these.
Handset data:
• IMEI (International Mobile Subscriber Identity) • Indication of active internal parameters According to the situation What VERIFICATION is about
• Java Card security relies upon the assumption that applets are verified before being executed.
• Verification is a process that guarantees that applets comply with Java card's security specifications.
• No higher-level security (application security) can be built upon non-verified applets. Step 1: Identify when to inject fault
VERIFIER USE
• Acquire power consumption during calculation CLIO reader
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Step 1bis: Identify when to inject fault
Step 2: Identify where to inject fault Step 3: Inject fault
• Software pilots the laser to hit the IC in the defined "time" & "space" to disrupt algorithm calculation
• Faulty behaviour of the device is captured
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Step 4: Differential Fault Analysis
• Faulty result is compared to known result and private keys are calculated using dedicated software
N and e are the public elements of the key 
